Mutually unbiased bases, mutually unbiased measurements and general symmetric informationally complete measurements are three related concepts in quantum information theory. We investigate multipartite systems using these notions and present some criteria detecting entanglement of arbitrary high dimensional multi-qudit systems and multipartite systems of subsystems with different dimensions. It is proved that these criteria can detect the k-nonseparability (k is even) of multipartite qudit systems and arbitrary high dimensional multipartite systems of m subsystems with different dimensions. We show that they are more efficient and wider of application range than the previous ones. They provide experimental implementation in detecting entanglement without full quantum state tomography.
systems using GSIC-POVMs was given in Ref. [28] . Recently, Shen, Li and Duan proposed three separability criteria for d-dimensional bipartite quantum systems via the MUBs, MUMs and GSIC-POVMs, which are said more powerful than the corresponding ones above [29] .
The separability criteria mentioned above are of practical significance as they provide experimental implementation in detecting entanglement of unknown quantum states which only depend on some local measurements. What's more, they are efficient of characterizing bipartite entangled states. But few of them are referred to entanglement for multipartite systems, which are significant both in theoretical and experimental aspects.
In this paper, we study the separability problem and propose some criteria detecting entanglement for multipartite qudit systems and multipartite systems of different dimensional multi-level subsystems via MUBs, MUMs, and GSICPOVMs. We show that the criteria in Ref. [29] are the special case of ours for two-qudit systems. What's more, our criteria can be applied to a wider range of multipartite systems and are more efficient than the former ones for multipartite systems. They also provide experimental implementation using only some local measurements.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The details of the notions of MUBs, MUMs, and GSIC-POVMs have been studied in original works [16, 17, 23] . Here we will briefly review the definitions of these measurements and the notions of k-separability and an operator used in the sequel.
Two orthonormal bases in Hilbert space C d are called mutually unbiased if and only if the transition probability from any state of one basis to any state of the second basis is constant. A set of orthonormal bases Kalev and Gour generalized the concept of MUBs to mutually unbiased measurements [16] which include the complete set of MUBs as a special case. Two measurements on a d-dimensional Hilbert space,
n = I}, b=1, 2, with d elements each, are said to be mutually unbiased measurements (MUMs) [16] if and only if
where κ is efficiency parameter ( n are rank one projectors, i.e., P (1) and P (2) are given by MUBs.
A set {P j |P j ≥ 0,
2 rank one operators acting on C d is called to be symmetric informationally complete (SIC) positive operator valued measurements (POVMs), if the operator {P j } are of the form
2 ), where the vectors
. Whether there exist SIC-POVMs in arbitrary dimension is still unknown [28] . In Ref. [23] , the notion of SIC-POVMs was generalize to general symmetric informationally complete (GSIC) positive operator valued measurements (POVMs). A set of d P α = I,
where I denotes the identity operator, the parameter a satisfies
When the parameter satisfies a = 1 d 2 , all the operators P α are rank one, that means {P α } are given by SIC-POVMs [23] .
For multipartite systems, there are various kinds of classification for multipartite entanglement. Next we introduce the notion of k-separable state for later use. An N -partite system is described by Hilbert space H = H 1 ⊗H 2 ⊗· · ·⊗H N , where the dimension of the subspace H i is denoted by d i . A collection of pairwise disjoint sets
A pure state |ϕ of an N -partite quantum system is called k-separable if there exists a k-partition A 1 |A 2 | · · · |A k such that the state can be written as a tensor product |ϕ = |ϕ A1 |ϕ A2 · · · |ϕ A k , where |ϕ Ai is the state of subsystem A i . A general mixed state ρ is k-separable if it can be written as a mixture of k-separable states ρ = i p i ρ i , where ρ i is k-separable pure states [12] . States that are not k-separable are called k-nonseparable. In particular, N -separable states are fully separable, and states which are not bi-separable are genuinely N -partite entangled. In this paper, we consider k-separable mixed states as a convex combination of N -partite pure states, each of which is k-separable with respect to a fixed partition.
When N is an even number, there are two different classes of bipartite partitions P I and P II introduced in Ref. [30] . P I denotes that both sides of bipartite partition contain odd number of parties, and P II means even-number parties in each side. For instance, P I = {ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 234 , ρ 2 ⊗ ρ 134 , ρ 3 ⊗ ρ 124 , ρ 4 ⊗ ρ 123 } and P II = {ρ, ρ 12 ⊗ ρ 34 , ρ 13 ⊗ ρ 24 , ρ 14 ⊗ ρ 23 } when N = 4 [31] . An operator of their linear combination can be defined [31] 
where Q II = q∈PII q and Q I = p∈PI p. For N = 2 and 4, ∆ρ = ρ − ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 2 and
, respectively. In the following, we will present separability criteria based on ∆ρ.
III. DETECTION OF MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLEMENT
In this section, we present three separability criteria using MUBs, MUMs, and GSIC-POVMs. Inspired by the operator (3) defined in Ref. [31] , in order to detect k-nonseparable states on multipartite systems of subsystems with different dimensions, we obtain the separability criterion in Hilbert space
where 
where ρ a (ρ b ) is the reduced density matrix of the a-th (b-th) subsystem.
Proof. Any fully separable state ρ can be written as ρ
, where {p i } is a probability distribution and ρ k i denotes the pure state density matrix acting on the k-th subsystem. By
given in Ref. [31] , we have
where Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is used in the second inequality, and the last inequality is due to the relation [32]
for any pure state ρ in C d . Because of the arbitrariness of a, b, we complete the proof. It is worthy to note that Theorem 1 in Ref. [29] is the corollary of Theorem 1. When m=2, d 1 = d 2 = d, and M 1 = M 2 = M , this Theorem 1 reduced to Theorem 1 in Ref. [29] . It was shown that Theorem 1 in Ref. [29] is stronger than the MUB criterion in Ref. [24] . As the special case of our criterion, Theorem 1 in Ref. [29] can only be applied to bipartite systems of two d-dimensional subsystems, it is clear that our criterion of Theorem 1 is more effective than the MUB criterion in Ref. [24] and wider application range than Theorem 1 in Ref. [29] .
Next, we present the separability criteria using MUMs and GSIC-POVMs, which are more powerful than that via MUBs due to the fact that the complete set of MUMs and GSIC-POVMs always exist in all finite dimensions. Theorem 2. Suppose that ρ is a density matrix in C d1 ⊗ C d2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C dm and P 
For even number m, if ρ is fully separable, then
Here ρ i (ρ j ) is the reduced density matrix of the i-th (j-th) subsystem.
Proof. Since ∆ρ can be written in the form (6), for arbitrary 1
where we have used Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and inequality [26] 
for pure states ρ i k . It is complete due to the the arbitrariness of i, j. Note that when the conditions are limited to only two subsystems with the same dimension and the complete sets of MUMs, that is, m = 2,
2,n ρ 2 ] 2 , which was the criterion based on MUMs, Theorem 2 in Ref. [29] . That is, Theorem 2 in Ref. [29] is the special case of our Theorem 2. Since the criterion based on MUMs in Ref. [29] can only be used to d-dimensional bipartite systems and is stronger than the corresponding one in Ref. [25] , Theorem 2 is more effective than the MUM criterion in Ref. [25] and wider range of application than that in Ref. [29] .
Theorem 3. Let ρ be a density matrix in C d1 ⊗ C d2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C dm and P i are any m sets of general symmetric informationally complete measurements on C di with the parameters a i , where i = 1, 2, · · · , m, and m is even. Define
Proof. By an analogous argument as Theorem 3 we obtain
where 1 ≤ i = j ≤ m, and we have used Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as well as inequality [33] 
for pure states ρ i k . It is complete. When m = 2 and d 1 = d 2 = d, Theorem 3 reduced to Theorem 2, the GSIC-POVMs criterion in Ref. [29] . As the GSIC-POVMs criterion in Ref. [29] is stronger than the one in Ref. [28] , so is our Theorem 3. Furthermore, Theorem 3 is suitable for multipartite systems composed of subsystems with different dimensions, it is more effective than the corresponding one in Ref. [28] and wider range of application than the separability criteria in Ref. [29] .
For Theorems 1, 2, and 3, the dimensions of subsystems are not required to be the same, so we can straightforwardly detect k-nonseparable states (k is even) with respect to a fixed partition. The sets S k of all k-separable states with respect to a fixed partition have nested structure, that is, each set is embedded within the next set: S N ⊂ S N −1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ S 2 ⊂ S 1 , and the complement S 1 \ S k of S k in S 1 is the set of all k-nonseparable states with respect to fixed partition. So if a multipartite state is N -nonseparable (N is even) using our criteria, since we don't require each subsystem has the same dimension, we can go on detecting whether it is (N − 2)-nonseparable and so on. In this way, we do not just detect a given state is entangled or not, we can obtained the "degrees of entanglement" to some extent by the notion of k-nonseparability.
The criteria given by Theorems 1-3 are much better than the previous ones in Ref. [24, 25, 28, 29] . First, they are more powerful than the main result ( inequality (7) ) in Ref. [24] , the criterion in Ref. [25] , and the criterion in Ref. [28] , respectively. Criteria in Ref. [29] are the special cases of our criteria, thus, they are corollaries of ours. Since the criteria in Ref. [29] are proved to be more powerful than the corresponding ones introduced previously in Ref. [24, 25, 28] , so is ours. Second, our criteria are of wider range of application than the corresponding ones in Ref. [24, 25, 28, 29] . We present separability criteria to detect entanglement of quantum states in C d1 ⊗ C d2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C dm , where m ≥ 2, while the corresponding ones in Ref. [24, 25, 28, 29] are only for a bipartite system of two d-dimensional subsystems, that is, the presented criteria can be used to not only bipartite systems of two subsystems with same dimension but also multipartite qudit systems and multipartite systems of subsystems with different dimensions, while the corresponding criteria in Ref. [24, 25, 28, 29] are applied to bipartite systems of two subsystems with same dimension.
In recent years, people gradually recognized the significance of multipartite quantum states with higher dimensions. Maximally entangled qudits have been proved to violate local realism more strongly and are less affected by noise than qubits [34] [35] [36] . Qudit states also have benefit in quantum communication, since they are more secure against eavesdropping attacks and more reliable in quantum processing [37, 38] . From the experimental viewpoint, the entangled qudits can be physically realized in linear photon systems [39] , etc. So it is important to characterize entanglement in multipartite systems, and it is still under intensive research.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, MUBs, MUMs and GSIC-POVMs have been used to study the entanglement detection of arbitrary high dimensional multipartite systems. We have present separability criteria given in Theorems 1-3 to detect entanglement of quantum states in C d1 ⊗ C d2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C dm . The presented criteria have wider range of application than the corresponding ones in Ref. [24, 25, 28, 29] , and are more efficient than the main result ( inequality (7) ) in Ref. [24] , the criterion in Ref. [25] , and the criterion in Ref. [28] , respectively. The criteria offered in [29] are the special cases of our criteria. Compared with some other separability criteria, the criteria given in Theorems 1-3 provide experimental implementation in detecting entanglement of unknown quantum states, and one can flexibly use them in practice because they require only a few local measurements. We can detect the k-nonseparability (k is even) of multipartite qudit systems and arbitrary high dimensional multipartite systems of m subsystems with different dimensions.
